




 

 
Quick color 

Microwave dyes 
 
SO QUICK AND EASY YOU WONT BELIEVE 

IT! 
 

1. DAMP YOUR SILK 
 

2. SCRUNCH OR FOLD THE SILK 
 

3. PLACE IN A MICROWAVABLE DISH 
 

4. ADD QUICK COLOURS AS DESIRED 
 

5. MICROWAVE 4-5 MINUTES AT APPROX, 
450WATTS* 

 
6. RINSE IN COLD WATER UNTIL WATER RUNS 

CLEAR AND IRON DRY 
 
ARTY'S TIPS: Choose your Quick Colours carefully, 
opting for colours that you know will harmonise well.  
Remember that if you choose two colours, they will create a 
third colour on your silk! 
 
Spiral your silk!  Lay wet silk out flat, take the handle of a 
wooden spoon and place upright in centre of silk.  Twist 
handle, spiralling silk as you go. Encourage silk to lay in folds 
around the spiralled centre.  When all silk is twisted, carefully 
remove spoon handle.  Apply Quick Color,  being especially 
careful to put plenty of dye around the spiralled centre of the 



 

silk where it is at its thickest.  Place carefully in microwavable 
dish and following instructions for fixing as above. 
 
Fold your silk! Lay wet silk out and pleat as in a concertina.  
Apply Quick Color as desired and fix.  For tartan effect, wet 
silk again and pleat in opposite direction.  Fix as above.  
Gorgeous if you use yellow, pink and turquoise! 
 
Knot your silk!  Tie knots in wet silk or wind elastic bands 
around bunches of silk.  Apply dye as before, concentrating 
particularly on areas where silk has been knotted. 
 
Salt your silk!  Once silk has been treated with Quick Color, 
sprinkle ARTY'S Effect Salt Crystals randomly, leave for ten 
minutes or so, scrunch lightly and microwave as above.  Brush 
off any remaining dry salt crystals, rinse and iron as above. 
 
Wax your silk!  Using ARTY'S Cold Wax, apply either with 
brush or through a pipette, to damp silk.  Try either drying 
wax off or working whilst it is still damp.  Add Quick Color as 
desired, microwave as above.  Cold Wax will wash away under 
hot water along with loose dye. 
 
Quick Color Microwave dyes are highly concentrated so try 
diluting to achieve soft pastel tones.  Dilute some colours and 
use others at full strength for texture and interest. 
 
*If you are using a thicker silk or dyeing a tie, it may be that 
extra time is needed.  However, to prevent scorching, 
additional time should be added only 30 seconds at a time. 


